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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
Summer 2018
Dear Members,
Our next exhibition ‘Ctrl/Shift’ at MAC, Birmingham, opens on 21 July 2018 and
I am really looking forward to seeing it in place. At present, Liz Cooper is
making last minute preparations for the Project Space which is an exciting
development for the 62 Group. The space is designed to give further insight
into the artists’ work and will consist of a selection of sketches, tools, photos,
inspirational objects, short films and animations from the exhibiting artists and
those involved in the education events. Our handling collection will also be
available in this space for visitors to the exhibition. Thank you to all members
who have provided additional items.
MAC has a fantastic gallery space in which to show our work, but as always
when there are so many different people involved, all of whom wish to have
their say, the run up to the exhibition has been quite difficult. I am very
confident that when it opens it will be a great exhibition, which will have many
visitors and will raise the profile of the 62 Group. We are still awaiting
confirmation of a second venue. The interest is there but in this present
financial climate is all down to the uncertainty of funding. The decision whether
to continue with Ctrl/Shift will be made at the end of the MAC exhibition.

The PV at MAC takes place on 21 July from 2pm to 4pm. There will be a talk &
tour of the exhibition, led by Jess Litherland (MAC) and Liz Cooper, at 2pm on
18 August along with several of the exhibiting artists who will be available to
answer questions from the attendees. This is already full. Hannah Lamb and
Richard McVetis and Vanessa Rolf will run masterclasses during the exhibition
and MAC has its own education programme which will run alongside these.
Our New Members applications deadline was 1 June and applications this year
set a record high with 49 artists applying to join the 62 Group. This year, for the
first time, we used CuratorSpace to process the applications and that made the
selection process run much more smoothly. 6 applicants have been put through
to the second stage which takes place on 1 September this year. I’d like to
thank Rachael Howard, Imogen Aust, Daisy May Collingridge, Jae Maries and
Emily Jo Gibbs, who hosted the panel at her home, for all their hard work on
what must have been a marathon session of decision making.
Finally, don’t forget the PV of Audrey Walker’s retrospective exhibition will take
place at 12 noon on Sunday 22 July at Ruthin Craft Gallery, Wales. The
exhibition celebrates Audrey’s 90th year. The first time I met Audrey was at the
62 Group AGM in 2008 and she was the current Chair. I had expected it to be a
daunting experience but she immediately put me at ease and welcomed me to
the group. Audrey has been a stalwart of the 62 Group since 1964. From 1975
to 1988 Audrey was an important link to new and exciting young artists coming
through the system at Goldsmiths College, London. She encouraged those new
graduates to apply for membership and many are still members today. It will be
an unmissable opportunity to see such a large collection of Audrey’s work.
Until next time,
All the Best,
Sue
All images are of work on show at the Ctrl/Shift Exhibition at MAC,
Birmingham

LECTURE PROGRAMME AT THE FASHION AND TEXTILE MUSEUM: Call-out
notice
The 62 Group of Textile Artists is partnering with the Fashion and Textile
Museum (FTM) to pursue a five year promotional plan. Using our vast
experience of almost 60 years of challenging the boundaries of textile practice,
we are seeking to ensure this legacy by presenting a lecture programme that

investigates all aspects of textile art. Our objective is to increase our visibility,
attract new members and celebrate our sixtieth anniversary, while supporting
the FTM in their aim to focus on British and International Fashion and Textile
Design.
Stage one of the plan is to launch a series of annual lectures that will look at
the various skills involved in textiles. The first lecture was launched in April
2018 and discussed the future of textiles with a lecture by Jessica Hemmings.
The following three lectures will investigate the diﬀerent disciplines of textiles
used within the 62 Group, with the final lecture involving a longstanding
member, new member, and/or a guest speaker.
Opportunity:
The second lecture will focus on ‘The Skill of Textile Art: Innovative &
Conceptual Textiles’. We are looking for proposals from members whose work
falls into the category of innovative and conceptual textiles. We are asking you
to provide a 250 word abstract, which should oﬀer a brief but full idea of the
context of your talk. This can be solely about your own practice, or a specific
artwork of yours – please include some reference to how it was made – or it
could involve an insight into your field of work and others who have influenced
it, or you could highlight the work of another textile artist who works in this
category.
One proposal per member will be accepted. The talks should be 20 minutes or
30 minutes long. The time slot at the FTM is around an hour and a half with
introductions and questions.

The date of the next talk is the 21 March 2019.
Deadline for applications is 31 August 2018
Proposals should be sent to Caron Penney at caron.penney@weftfaced.com
NB: You should be aware that the proposals will be selected by committee.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION + DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Ctrl/Shift
Launch Event: Saturday 21 July – 2pm to 4pm.

Talk & Tour Date/Time: Saturday 18 August – 2pm with Liz Cooper, Jess
Litherland & some of the exhibiting artists.
Exhibition ends: Sunday 9 September work will then be returned to Bill
Bowden’s store.
NB: further details will be sent out by email before the end of the exhibition.
AGM
Date: Sat 1 Dec.
Venue: St Anne’s Church, Dean St, Soho, London.
Time: 11am.
Audrey Walker’s Exhibition at Ruthin Craft Gallery, Wales
21 July – 23 September 2018.
PV: 22 July 2018 at 12 noon.
This exhibition celebrates Audrey’s 90th year.

Ctrl/Shift Events
Ctrl/Shift Workshops
Masterclass workshop with Hannah Lamb: 26 August, for MAC Craft Fellows.
Masterclass workshop with Richard McVetis and Vanessa Rolf: 9 September,
for MAC Craft Fellows.
Other Ctrl/Shift Events run by MAC
Ctrl/Shift MAC Camp: 6 – 10 August, a week long camp for 6 – 11 year olds
who will be making work inspired by the 62 Group exhibition, run by MAC tutor
Benny Semp, with a visit to the gallery exhibition led by Jess Litherland.
Crisis workshops: 21 – 24 August, a local group of participants who have
accessed services at the Birmingham Crisis centre will come for a week long
series of workshops inspired by the exhibition. Run by MAC artist tutors Helen
Lane and Penny Dixon, with a visit to the gallery exhibition led by Jess
Litherland.
BSL tour of the exhibition: 1 September, a deaf led event with deaf artist Olivier
Jamin (Olivier will come along to the staff briefing to learn about the exhibition
ready for his tour).
Masterclass workshop with Richard McVetis and Vanessa Rolf: 9 September,

for MAC Craft Fellows.
Publicity Report from Hannah Lamb
July 2018.
Update/Omission
I omitted from my last report that we achieved a small write-up in Crafts
(March/April 2018) for the Future of Textile Art lecture, including an image of
Daisy May Collingridge’s work. This was from the press release I sent out.
While we didn’t need to publicise for ticket sales, all publicity helps to raise
awareness of the group.
New Members publicity
Of the 49 applicants, 21 saw it on CuratorSpace, 22 on our website, 2 on
Facebook, 1 on Instagram and 2 said other. Due to the unprecedented number
of new member applications, I do not think it is appropriate to use our funds for
paid advertising for the foreseeable future.
Ctrl/Shift publicity
Communications with the publicity/marketing department at MAC have been
rather patchy. The press release has gone out to a really extensive mailing list
of press contacts. So even if it looks like there hasn't been much feedback, at
least MAC are working on it.
In terms of local listings there is an article on Brumpic
https://www.brumpic.com/homeblog/2018/6/6/ctrl-shift-exhibition-21-july-9-sept2018
In terms of print media, I sent out a press release to Crafts, Selvedge,
Embroidery, Aesthetica, Surface Design Journal and Frieze. Jo Hall at
Embroidery was the only response, and has given us a lovely 1 page feature in
the July/August 2018 issue. I was slightly disappointed about the take-up from
journalists and would like to get invites out to appropriate art/craft editors and
writers ahead of the PV in case we can get some reviews. I am currently
working on this and if anyone would like to send a personal invite to any press
contacts it would be great to know if you get any feedback.
Call out for Ideas
If you have any ideas for 62 Group future exhibitions, venues, lectures,
education or for members' events, please contact: chair@62group.co.uk Your
idea will then be sent to the appropriate committee member.

Contacts
Ann Goddard: anng220@hotmail.com to send information to all members.
Debbie Lyddon – Membership Secretary: debbielyddon@hotmail.co.uk to
update your contact details.
David Pitcher: davidpitcher@me.com to update your personal web page info/
images & CV or to get your login for the member’s area.
Newsletters
We have 2 newsletters
Member’s Newsletter which contains a letter from the chair, important
news about 62 Group news and events, membership news & committee
reports and minutes. This is sent out quarterly in Winter, Spring Summer
& Autumn each year. Contact the editor Willemien de Villiers:
vygie@worldonline.co.za
Public Newsletter which is mailed out on 1 March, 1 June, 1 September, 1
December and includes 62 Group news and events and also individual
member’s news. To share your news with the public please contact Emily
Jo Gibbs – Public Newsletter Editor or add emily.jogibbs@btinternet.com
to your newsletter mailing list so she can share your news in the Public
Newsletter.
Social Media
Facebook @62groupoftextileartists – contact Sue Stone:
chair@62group.co.uk
Twitter @62group – contact Hannah Lamb: hannahjlamb@hotmail.com
Instagram - the62group – contact Caron Penney:
caron.penney@weftfaced.com

Your Committee 2018
Officers
Sue Stone – Chair chair@62group.co.uk
Heather Belcher – Treasurer heatherbelcher@btinternet.com
Ann Goddard – Secretary anng220@hotmail.com
Committee Members
Debbie Lyddon – Membership Secretary and incoming Chair

debbielyddon@hotmail.co.uk
Jane McKeating – Education j.mckeating@mmu.ac.uk
Hannah Lamb – Publicity hannahjlamb@hotmail.com
Emily Jo Gibbs – Public Newsletter Editor emily.jogibbs@btinternet.com
Imogen Aust – Joint New Members iaust@dmu.ac.uk
Rachael Howard – Joint New Members r.howard2@bathspa.ac.uk
Michelle Stephens – michellestephensartist@gmail.com
Co-opted Committee Members
Louise Baldwin – Archives louise@louisebaldwin.me.uk
Lucy Brown – Handling Box lucybrownmakes@btinternet.com
Willemien de Villiers – Member’s Newsletter Editor vygie@worldonline.co.za
Richard McVetis richard.mcvetis@network.rca.ac.uk
Caron Penney – FTM & exhibitions assistant caron.penney@weftfaced.com

Emily Jo Gibbs. Portrait of a Shoemaker. Photo by Lol Johnson

Flox ten Hartog, detail of The Four Riders. Photo by Yeshen Venema

MINUTES OF THE SIXTY TWO GROUP OF TEXTILE ARTISTS' COMMITTEE
MEETING
11am Saturday 7 July 2018 at Royal Festival Hall, South Bank, London.
Agenda
1. Apologies for Absence.
2. Minutes of the last meeting – Saturday 21 April – matters arising.
3. Committee Jobs & Changes – Jobs to be filled – Secretary, Exhibitions
Officer.
4. Exhibitions Update – Ctrl/Shift & Future Exhibitions.
5. Education Update / Member’s weekend/ event plan – Jane McKeating.
6. Publicity Update – Hannah Lamb.
7. New Members Update – Rachael Howard.
8. Fashion & Textile Museum update – Caron Penney.
9. AOB.
10. Date of the next meeting.
Minutes

1. Apologies for Absence: Imogen Aust, Heather Belcher, Rachael Howard,
Hannah Lamb, Caron Penney, Michelle Stephens.
Present: Lucy Brown, Emily Jo Gibbs, Ann Goddard, Debbie Lyddon, Jane
MacKeating, Richard McVetis, Sue Stone (Chair).
2. Minutes of the last meeting – Saturday 21 April 2018. As there were no
matters arising these were agreed.
3. Committee Jobs & Changes
Jobs to be filled – Secretary and Exhibitions Coordinator.
Both posts were discussed and suggestions were made.
Action: SS and AG to contact relevant members with information about the
jobs concerned.
Diﬃculty in finding members to take over roles was discussed. DL
suggested a maximum of three years in a role and that all members
should take a turn on the committee.
Action: Further discussion on how to implement this at the next meeting.
Attendance at meetings has become diﬃcult as a lot of committee
members work on Saturdays. JM suggested that we plan the full year
ahead in advance.
Action: DL to determine suitable dates at Pre-AGM CM with new secretary.
4. Exhibitions Update from Sue Stone
Ctrl/Shift
Arrangements are in place for delivery of work back to MAC. Bill Bowden
(BB) will deliver work on 13 July. Individual artists will deliver and install
on Wednesday 17 July and Thursday 18 July.
PV is 21 July 2pm to 4pm.
Talk and Tour of the exhibition on 18 August with Jess Litherland, Liz
Cooper. They will talk about the group and exhibition. We discussed this
and the committee feel strongly that the artists should be more involved.
As a group we feel that we have been excluded from the education
events.

Action: SS to email exhibitors to see who is free and encourage them to
attend.
LC has determined exhibition themes. These have not been shared with
all exhibitors.
Action: SS to send those to the committee and remind exhibitors to promote
the exhibition via their own social media.
SS commented that the 62 Group had not been involved enough by
MAC in the decision making process for events and exhibition text etc.
David Pitcher is designing the text panels and has had to cope which a
great deal of mind changing and amendments from MAC & LC. This has
meant a lot more work for him to do.
Return of work
There is no definite date for a 2nd venue. Two are dependent on securing
arts council NI funding and some of the venues want to look at the show
first so there could be more interest once the exhibition is open.
The show is being taken down on Monday 10 and Tuesday 11
September and LC will be there to assist the MAC team. Work will be
shipped back to BB store on Wednesday 12 or Thursday 13 September.
MAC are contracted to pay for onward delivery so will pay for work to go
back to BB (around £480). SS stated that we have a second payment of
£2000 due from MAC once the exhibition is open.
Action: SS to remind HB to send invoice to MAC.
Work to be collected from BB by members at their own cost. SS pointed
out that work still needs to be available if we get a 2nd venue next year (if
not sold.)

Update from Liz Cooper re: 2nd venue.
R-Space, Lisburn (Robert Martin) and Millennium Court, Portadown
(Jackie Barker), both in Northern Ireland, want show for August 2019
(Craft NI August Craft Month annual celebration) – LC sent shipping
estimates on 25 June, and is awaiting their response. They would likely
go to Arts Council NI for funding.
20-21 Visual Arts Centre, Scunthorpe (Yorkshire and Humberside)

interested autumn 2019, after NI booking (early September 2019,
probably for 8 -10 weeks). They want to see the show first, so exhibition
manager Dominic Mason plans to visit MAC.
National Centre for Craft & Design, Sleaford (East Midlands) – previous
exhibition manager Bryony Windsor wanted to see the show first and will
be visiting MAC in August but she has just left NCCD to work for Arts
Council's Birmingham oﬃce. LC has suggested to director Clare
Edwards that she visits MAC. LC thinks there are gaps in their
programme next year, but the approval process for the programme is not
clear since change of operation on 1 April.
Design and Craft Council of Ireland in Kilkenny are interested, but the
group would need to be willing for there to be a specifically Irish element
to the display. This could be in the form of reshaping the Project Space
as a response by Irish textile artists to the themes, or partnership
working between 62 Group and Irish artists on collaborative projects. LC
is keen to see if the Group is interested in this as it is another way to take
textiles practice forward. This was discussed but the consensus was No
as it veered too far away from the original concept.
Action: SS to inform LC of our decision.
All other venues contacted to date have no funding, no interest or no
answer. LC has not contacted any new ones since her report in April.
Future exhibitions – Gallery Oldham have shown an interest in showing our
work again in the future but we need to send them a proposal for a new
project. RM and JM suggested some interesting ideas to explore further.
5. Education Update / Members' weekend/ event plan – Jane McKeating
JM shared the list of events for Ctrl/Shift.
62 Group events at MAC:
Launch event: 21 July, 2pm - 4pm.
Ctrl/Shift MAC Camp: 6 - 10 August, a week long camp for 6 - 11 year
olds who will be making work inspired by the 62 Group exhibition, run by
MAC tutor Benny Semp, with a visit to the gallery exhibition led by Jess
Litherland.
Birmingham Weavers, Spinners and Dyers Group: 6 August. They will be
setting up in the public space to talk about the guild/do demonstrations

and this was inspired by having the 62 Group in the gallery.
Talk and tour of the exhibition: 18 August, with Liz Cooper and Jess
Litherland.
Crisis workshops: 21 - 24 August. A local group of participants who have
accessed services at the Birmingham Crisis centre will come for a week
long series of workshops inspired by the exhibition. Run by MAC artist
tutors Helen Lane and Penny Dixon, with a visit to the gallery exhibition
led by Jess Litherland.
Masterclass workshop with Hannah Lamb: 26 August, for MAC Craft
Fellows.
BSL tour of the exhibition: 1 September, a deaf led event with deaf artist
Olivier Jamin (Olivier will come along to the staﬀ briefing to learn about
the exhibition ready for his tour).
Masterclass workshop with Richard McVetis and Vanessa Rolf: 9
September, for MAC Craft Fellows.
JM Commented that 62 Group have been left out of some of the
education events by MAC. RM said that the Masterclasses have now
become mentoring sessions only open to 5 MAC Craft Fellows.
No workshops are available for the general public. SS said we have had
lots of inquiries about workshops via website. Changes of staﬀ at MAC
caused confusion with the workshops and contributed to an
unprofessional approach.
Action: JM to contact MAC to ask for photos of the events that members
aren’t involved with.
SS pointed out that there is a staﬀ briefing for MAC staﬀ about the
exhibition which she can’t attend. JM asked if it could be moved to
Thursday.
Action: SS to check date and get back to JM.
Members Day
JM suggested a Members day could be held regularly as a one day event
for members to get to know each other and their work. She suggested
the first in Manchester in Spring 2019. It was agreed that this was a good
idea.
Action: JM to make a proposal and to be discussed fully at Sept meeting. SS

to put on agenda for AGM.
6. Publicity Update
The e-invite received from MAC was quite diﬃcult to share as it could
only be sent to 5 people at a time, however the public NL as put together
by Emily highlighted the PV and was sent to the whole of our mailing list.
RM suggested sending out an image a day on social media on the run up
to the launch event to create interest.
Action: SS, CP and HL to add images to social media. CTRL/Shift invite, EJG
to send to mailing list.
7. New Members Update – Rachael Howard
1st Stage Selection
The 1st Stage Selection panel members were: Rachael Howard (link),
Imogen Aust, Emily Jo Gibbs (meeting was held at Emily's home in
Forest Hill, London), Daisy May Collingridge, Jae Maries.
There were 49 applicants and 6 have been chosen to go through to
Stage 2.
Stage 2 selection will take place at Rachael Howard's home, Wirral on 1
September. The selection panel members are: Rachael Howard (link),
Jean Draper, Jane McKeating, Ann Goddard, Joanna Kinnersly-Taylor
TBC.
Receiving applications via CuratorSpace has seen applicant numbers go
up considerably, also viewing applicant details is very easy and
convenient, all in all the introduction of CuratorSpace is brilliant progress
for the group. RH thanked SS for setting it up.
SS commented that as the email address for CuratorSpace is
chair@62group.co.uk that next year the chair should send out the results
as it is too easy to make a mistake.
Action: DL to do this next year.
8. Fashion & Textile Museum update
SS informed the committee that the next lecture is booked for 21 March
2019.
Action: SS to contact CP re: proposals for lecture which need to be in by mid

Sept to be discussed at next meeting.
AOB
GPDR – DL commented that a few people haven’t replied yet to the
letters she sent out.
Action: DL, JM and AG will contact these members to see if they want to stay
in touch.
Audrey’s exhibition PV – 22 June – remind members to send messages
to Ruthin to be forwarded to Audrey if they can’t go to the PV.
Action: SS to add to NL again.
Date of the next meeting
29 Sept 2018.
NB: The meeting will have a later start of 12 noon.
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